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SILENCED U-BOAT’S GUNS

One of the most exacting, and yet the most monotonous, jobs in R.A.F.

Coastal Command is that of air gunner with an Anti-U-Boat squadron in the Battle

of the Atlantic.

Some gunners with hundreds of hours operational flying have not seen a U-

boat.

Yet they must always remain alert and keen, for their lives and those of

the rest of the crew may depend upon the gunners’ ability to silence the

formidable armament of the enemy.

Not all gunners, however, have to fly for long periods before seeing aU-

Boat, Recently, three in an R.C.A.F. Sunderland of the Command attacked a U-boat

which was destroyed, during their first operational flight.

One of them was Sgt. Thomas william Roberts, of Hitchin, Herts.

He was one of two front gunners in the nose of the Sunderland while another

gunner manned the rear turret.

The front gunners countered heavy fire from the U-Boat, during the run-in,

with such success that on the last few yards only one gun was still firing from

the U-boat. A shell from this solitary gun penetrated the bow of the flying-boat

and, after richochetting inside the compartment* exploded, metal flying in all

directions, .Although they 'were only four feet from the shell when it exploded,

neither of the gunners was hit.

"There was such a racket going on that we didn' t pay any particular.

attention to the explosion. Our own guns drowned much of the noise. The smoke

was the most annoying feature," said the other front gunner.

"I guess we were lucky to be in action so soon. I wouldn’t have missed,

it for anything* It gave one a tremendous feeling of satisfaction, and of relief,

to see the flak lessening as the skipper went in."


